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Introduction 

1. This is an application by Khaled Mahmoud Johar (the “Applicant”) against the 

decision of the United Nations Relief Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East, also 

known as UNRWA (the “Respondent”), to serve him with a Letter of Reprimand.  

Facts 

2. Effective 19 October 1985, the Applicant‟s employment as a Teacher in Baqaa 

Elementary Boys School No. 2 was approved. 

3. On 5 May 2014, during a meeting in the principal‟s office at Baqaa Preparatory Girls 

School No. 4, the Applicant did not shake hands with the Chief Area Officer, North Amman 

(“CAO/NA”).  

4. On 6 May 2014, the Applicant was served with a Letter of Reprimand (“LoR”) by the 

CAO/NA for not shaking hands with him. The LoR also stated that this was not a disciplinary 

measure, and that repetition of “such behavior could result in serving [the Applicant] with [a] 

disciplinary measure”. The LoR was added to the Applicant‟s official personnel file. 

5. On 22 May 2014, the Applicant submitted a request for decision review to the 

Director of UNRWA Operations, Jordan (“DUO/J”).   

6. On 22 June 2014, the DUO/J responded to the Applicant stating that he had reviewed 

the decision to issue the LoR based on whether the decision was arbitrary, motivated by 

prejudice or flawed by procedural irregularity or error of law. The DUO/J concluded that the 

LoR did not meet any of these criteria and therefore upheld the decision.  

7. On 2 July 2014, the Applicant filed an application with the UNRWA Dispute Tribunal 

(the “Tribunal”). 

8. On 1 August 2014, the Respondent filed his reply. 

9. On 1 February 2015 by Order No. 008 (UNRWA/DT/2015), the Tribunal ordered the 

Respondent to translate his reply from English into Arabic before the close of business on 1 

March 2015. 
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10. On 13 February 2015, the Respondent submitted the Arabic translation of his reply. 

11. On 15 February 2015, the Registry transmitted the translation of the reply to the 

Applicant.  

Applicant’s contentions  

12. The Applicant contends that: 

(i) Not shaking hands with the CAO/NA does not justify intimidating an 

employee and threatening him with more severe sanctions in the future; 

 

(ii) The LoR exceeds the meaning of “reprimand” to include the meaning of 

“written censure”; 

 

(iii) “Threatening and bullying indicate a poor relationship and 

communication between the officer and employees”; and 

 

(iv) The CAO/NA abused his power in issuing the LoR. 

 

13. The Applicant requests the Tribunal to order that the LoR be removed from his 

official personnel file. 

Respondent’s contentions 

14. The Respondent contends that: 

(i) There was no abuse of authority on the part of the Agency; and  

 

(ii) The LoR does not contain a threat and is not inconsistent with paragraph 2 of 

General Staff Circular No. 06/2010. 

 

 

15. The Respondent requests that the Tribunal dismiss the application in its entirety.  
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Considerations 

Legal and administrative framework 

16. Area Staff Rule 110.1 provides the following: 

1. Disciplinary measures under staff regulation 10.2 shall consist of written 

censure, suspension without pay, demotion, or termination for misconduct …  

2. Written censure shall be authorised by the Commissioner-General and shall be 

distinguished from reprimand of a staff member by a supervisory official. Such 

reprimand shall not be deemed to be a disciplinary measure within the meaning of 

these rules. 

17. The former United Nations Administrative Tribunal, commenting on the nature of an 

official reprimand, stated in Judgement No. 1404 at paragraph III: 

Although a written reprimand is not considered a disciplinary measure within the 

meaning of staff rule 110.3, a reprimand can have legal consequences to the 

detriment of the staff member, particularly when it is placed and kept on his file 
(see Judgements No. 941, Kiwanuka (1999) and No. 1176, Parra (2004)) (emphasis 

added). 

18. Paragraph 7.1 of Area Personnel Directive No. A/10/Rev.1 provides: 

A written censure is a letter addressed to a staff member in which he/she is advised of 

serious shortcomings in behavior.  The necessity for a written censure may arise from 

a single incident or from repeated verbal or written reprimands to a staff member.  A 

written censure may or may not be combined with suspension without pay or 

demotion, as circumstances warrant. 

19. The United Nations Appeals Tribunal held in Abu Hamda 2010-UNAT-022, at 

paragraph 37: 

As a normal rule Courts/Tribunals do not interfere in the exercise of a 

discretionary authority unless there is evidence of illegality, irrationality and 

procedural impropriety. 

Was the Letter of Reprimand justified? 

20. The Tribunal has consistently held that it does not interfere in the supervision of staff 

members which involves the proper and lawful exercise of authority to secure appropriate 

standards of conduct and performance on the part of the staff members. However, as a written 
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LoR
1
 is not considered a disciplinary measure, it nevertheless can have adverse consequences 

for a staff member, particularly if it is placed in the staff member‟s personnel file. Therefore, 

the Tribunal will examine whether the facts – unchallenged by both parties – warranted the 

issuance of a LoR.   

21. The undisputed fact is that the Applicant did not shake hands with the CAO/NA in a 

meeting on 5 May 2014. The contested LoR refers to this omission, as does the Applicant in 

his application, writing: “I did not shake hands with the CAO[/NA] to avoid increasing the 

tension between us”.  

22. The LoR issued by the CAO/NA states: 

A Letter of Reprimand is not a disciplinary measure. However, this is an 

official written reprimand for your official misconduct, in particular, during 

following up election process of teachers at Baqaa camp on 05/05/2014, and 

while I was at school principal‟s office of Baqaa prep G/S No. 4, you came in 

greeted, shacked [sic] hands with AEO and Admin Officer, and intentionally 

ignored me (the CAO, NA). When AEO mentioned that I was the CAO of 

North Amman Area, you aggressively replied in an insulting way “I don‟t 

know him” and left the office. 

The above reflects a very negative attitude vis-a-vis CAO, which is totally 

not accepted as healthy working conditions should be maintained to the 

interest of the operation. 

By this letter, I draw your attention that repetition of such behavior could 

result in serving you with [a] disciplinary measure. 

A copy of this reprimand will be placed in your official personnel file 

(emphasis added). 

 

23. As noted by the CAO/NA in his LoR, a reprimand is not a disciplinary measure. Area 

Staff Rule 110.1 (2) reinforces this principle when it states that a “reprimand shall not be 

deemed to be a disciplinary measure”. However, the Tribunal is perplexed by the second 

sentence of the LoR where the CAO/NA declared: “this is an official written reprimand for 

your official misconduct”, given that Area Staff Regulation 10.2 states that “the 

Commissioner-General may impose disciplinary measures on staff members who engage in 

misconduct”. The Tribunal notes that the CAO/NA‟s use of the term “misconduct” in 

                                                 
1
The Tribunal notes that in his application the Applicant erroneously referred to the reprimand as “censure”. 
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conjunction with a LoR is not only inaccurate but also improper. As the Tribunal does not 

want to compound the problem of using the term “misconduct” in combination with a LoR, 

the Tribunal will look at the language of Area Staff Personnel Directive No. A/10/Rev.1 to 

explain what type of behaviour constitutes a LoR.  

24. Area Staff Personnel Directive No. A/10/Rev.1, paragraph 5: 

Reprimands are verbal or written communications made to a staff member by his 

immediate supervisor or higher authority in order to draw the staff member's attention 

to minor breaches of Rules or Instructions, or to relatively unsatisfactory conduct or 

work performance. Such reprimands are not disciplinary measures within the context 

of this Directive. 

 

25. The CAO/NA deemed that the Applicant‟s “very negative attitude” of not shaking his 

hand amounted to a minor breach of Rules or Instructions or unsatisfactory conduct. Reading 

the LoR through the lens of Area Staff Personnel Directive No. A/10, while the Applicant‟s 

behaviour may have been immature for a man of his years and position, the Tribunal does not 

find that his refusal to shake hands with the CAO/NA constitutes a breach of the Agency‟s 

regulatory framework. Nor does the Tribunal find that the Applicant‟s omission rises to the 

level of unsatisfactory conduct or unsatisfactory work performance.    

26. Looking at the record, the Tribunal notes that the Applicant has not received any 

sanction during the 29 years he has been serving in the Agency. This is what the Applicant 

wrote in his application, and the Respondent has not challenged this fact. The evidence also 

indicates that the Applicant had not received any verbal warnings prior to the issuance of the 

LoR; nor does the LoR refer to any earlier verbal warnings. Therefore, the Tribunal can only 

conclude that the LoR was a first time occurrence in the Applicant‟s 29 years of service.  

27. In reply to the Applicant‟s request for decision review, the DUO/J wrote that the 

Applicant had deliberately ignored the CAO and that “in an eastern culture [the Applicant‟s] 

behavior can be perceived as an insult through such cultural context.” The Tribunal cannot 

take such a vague and unsubstantiated statement as evidence of an insult and consequently of 

misconduct. Nor has the Respondent, in his reply, provided evidence to document such a 

characterisation of the Applicant‟s behaviour and of the DUO/J‟s statement on cultural 

traditions or their interpretation.  
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28. Given the above, the Tribunal finds that the Applicant‟s behaviour, i.e. not shaking 

hands, does not meet the criteria for the issuance of a LoR as set out in Area Staff Personnel 

Directive No. A/10/Rev.1 at paragraph 5, i.e., a breach of Rules and Instructions, 

unsatisfactory conduct or unsatisfactory work performance. Consequently, the Tribunal finds 

that the Applicant‟s conduct does not justify serving him with a LoR. The issuance of the 

LoR by the CAO was a misuse of authority.  

Proportionality    

29. The former United Nations Administrative Tribunal, commenting on the nature of an 

official reprimand, stated in Judgment No. 1404 at paragraph III: 

The Tribunal has stated in its Judgement No. 1167, Olenja (2004), that the issuance of 

reprimands is subject to the same principles of fairness and due process as apply to 

disciplinary decisions.  

As reprimands must be subject to the same principles of fairness and due process as applied 

to disciplinary decisions, the Tribunal recalls the threefold inquiry of Haniya 2010-UNAT-

024. The Tribunal has already established the facts and found that such facts do not justify 

the issuance of a LoR. However, even assuming that the facts supported the issuance of a 

LoR, the Tribunal, for the sake of encouraging a more professional attitude by managers and 

healthier work relationships, believes it necessary to address the question of proportionality 

30. Here is a staff member – the Applicant – who during his 29 years of service has not 

received any sanction and has a clean record of conduct since no evidence to the contrary has 

been submitted. Rather than serving the Applicant with a LoR, could not the CAO/NA have 

given him a verbal warning instead? A LoR is clearly not a proportionate sanction for the act 

of not shaking hands. The CAO/NA is reminded of the Judgment of the former United 

Nations Administrative Tribunal, quoted at paragraph 17 above, that although “not 

considered a disciplinary measure, a reprimand can have legal consequences to the detriment 

of the staff member, particularly when it is placed and kept on his file”. 

31. The Tribunal finds that the CAO/NA showed poor judgment, if not an inflated ego, by 

serving the Applicant with a LoR just because he did not shake hands with him. This is a case 

where mediation might have settled the problem and saved the Agency time and money.  
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Did the LoR contain a threat?  

32. General Staff Circular No. 06/2010, at paragraph 2, stipulates: 

Discrimination, harassment, and abuse of power are unacceptable, and will not 

be tolerated under any circumstances. The Agency will also not accept any 

conduct that is offensive, humiliating, embarrassing or intimidating. The 

Agency is committed to a „zero tolerance‟ approach to such behaviour, which 

means that any complaints will be dealt with promptly in accordance with the 

Agency‟s Staff Regulations and Rules and the procedures set out in this 

Circular. 

33. In his LoR, the CAO/NA drew the Applicant‟s attention to the fact “that repetition of 

such behaviour could result in serving [him] with disciplinary measure.” The Applicant 

contends that this is a threat and constitutes an abuse of power, in addition to being 

inconsistent with paragraph 2 of General Staff Circular No. 06/2010. 

34. According to the Area Personnel Directive No. A/10/Rev.1, “repeated verbal or 

written reprimands to a staff member” can lead to a written censure, and a written censure is a 

disciplinary measure. The Tribunal believes that the CAO/NA, having erroneously 

determined that the omission of a  handshake on the part of the Applicant constituted 

misconduct, intended to remind – not threaten – the Applicant that a repetition of what he, the 

CAO/NA, considered as unsatisfactory conduct could lead to a disciplinary measure. The 

Tribunal is of the opinion that the Applicant misinterpreted this reminder as being a threat.  

Conclusion 

35. For the reasons stated above, the application is allowed.  

36. The Tribunal orders that the Letter of Reprimand be expunged from the Applicant‟s 

official personnel file. 

                                                 

 ________(Signed)________ 

Judge Bana Barazi 

Dated this 13
th

 day of July 2015 

         

 

Entered in the Register on this 13
th

 day of July 2015 

 

 (Signed)     

Laurie McNabb, Registrar, UNRWA DT, Amman 


